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ABSTRACT
As urban development encroaches onto less suitable
sites, knowledge of the connection between the ground
beneath one’s home and the home itself becomes
increasingly critical to the homebuyer. General geology
courses usually fail to teach application or the
information retrieval skills needed to make the
connection. In Colorado, a focused course to inform
Realtors and their related professionals of the value of
geology proved also to reach their clients. Course
organization conveys concepts through a hierarchical
framework of reasoning, starting with science and its
methods, then geology as a science of materials, process,
and change-through-time, then geology as a profession
with an information system and public service sector,
and thereafter selected content. Realtors and their allied
professions want to understand pertinent geology.
Through experiencing the connection between land and
structures in their work, the resulting curiosity makes
Realtors ideal students for the instructor who can impart
practical application to lay professionals. The National
Association of Realtors is the largest professional society
in the world, and it has more political influence than any
geoscience society. Educating these professionals is a
way to bring the value of geology to a wider spectrum of
citizens and public officials.
INTRODUCTION
All homeowners benefit from understanding the
relationship of their homes to the geological sites on
which they rest. Urban residents benefit even more,
because the prices of their homes are usually far greater.
Urban development units tend to be larger, denser, and
growth over time extends these into less ideal site areas.
Most homeowners have never had a geology course,
especially one that stressed awareness of personal
application. However, most homeowners have contact
with Realtors (Realtor is a trademarked name of the
National Association of Realtors) and appraisers. Where
geoscientists can educate these latter professionals,
appreciation for the value of geology in application
extends to them and to the clients they serve. This paper
describes an applied course designed for Realtors and
appraisers that the author founded and taught for about
eight years in Colorado for one unit of continuing
education (ceu) credit. This audience differs from that in
introductory geology courses, and the one-day course
format is unlike formal education in college. This paper
describes the nature of these students, ways to teach that
meet their needs, and the benefits the author witnessed.
It begins by noting problems that contribute to lack of
homeowners’ awareness of importance of geology to
their homes.
Problem 1: Neglect of Appropriate Education - On
May 8, 2002, I looked to my forty participants in the
classroom and did my usual poll: “How many of you
know that you have a state geological survey?” Four
hands went up in affirmation. I followed with “How
many of you can describe what it does that might be
relevant to your profession?” Two of the four hands went 
down. Participants were Realtors and appraisers, who
had selected the one-day course: “Geologic Hazards for
Realtors, Appraisers, and Property Owners” as an
elective for a single continuing education credit (ceu).
These professionals worked with land and saw, on a
daily basis, cases where geology affected property
valuation and transaction. As the United States
population increased, construction and development
encroached onto ever increasingly hazardous areas. The
exponential growth in financial losses associated with
development in flood plains (Nuhfer, 1994) began to
appear in the Colorado Front range in landslides and
swelling soil damage. Between April 1998 and April
2000, landslide damages went from over $5 million to
about $40 million in the Colorado Springs area. The
Colorado Geological Survey was working hard to
produce new detailed swelling soil maps and booklets
for homeowners about these hazards to keep up with
developments that encroached onto less suitable terrain
on Pierre Shale in the Front Range foothills. In the urban
corridor of the Front Range, developments on unstable
slopes, expansive soils, loess, alluvial fans and
flood-prone areas, or on areas that carried occasional
inconveniences of basement flooding, were occurring
simply because more optimal sites were already taken. In 
some areas south of Denver in particular, development
occurred through mining groundwater, and without
regard to long-term consequences that reliance on
limited water supplies portends. 
Since 1994, this one-day course had gradually grown 
to where I was able to educate about 150-200 of these
professionals each year. In the first years I gave the
course, almost no hands went up when I asked the two
leading questions about their state survey. Later, I
learned that many course participants had gone to the
state geological survey, had written for publications and
maps, and, as advised in the course, some had sent their
clients there and sometimes called me for advice or
invited me to do presentations for office groups. They
described the course in positive terms to their colleagues, 
so awareness was spreading that geology was important
to their work. This was the only course in the country
that produced formal linkage between the science and
profession of geology and their professions. It qualified
for the Realtors and Appraisers licensure maintenance
requirements in Colorado and was offered as an elective
under the Real Estate and Appraisal Program (REAP)
through the University of Colorado at Boulder
continuing education programs. 
Experience with Realtors is a good indication of the
inability of the public to use geologic resources. If less
than 10% of those who work with land on a daily basis
know they have a state geological survey, and less than
5% know what it does, the state of knowledge is likely
worse for citizens in general, who don’t work with land.
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The earth science education received through K-12
schools, college introductory geology courses or public
resources such as “Discovery Channel” does not
promote personal application. In most college
introductory courses, any geology that smacks of serious
application seems presumed by teachers as reserved for
professional geologists. The result is that geological
surveys provide information sources such as maps and
reports and exist side-by-side with a public that is largely 
unaware of their existence or how to access them.
Geology is indeed one of the most usable applied
sciences for laypersons, and introductory courses that
fail to teach such application rob students of a single
opportunity that can save these students from immense
future losses. While few citizens will become water
chemists, economic geologists, paleontologists,
contributors to plate tectonics knowledge or even “rock
hounds,” most will own real estate. An investment in a
home is likely to be the largest investment most citizens
will make. If properly educated, they can make use of
available geological resources to evaluate, develop and
maintain that investment. 
Homeowners (even those with training in college
geology) usually believe that homeowners’ insurance
protects them from losses. In fact, immense dollar losses
result from geological factors, and most policies do not
protect at all against a myriad of geologic hazards
(subsidence, expansive soil damage, landslides and
avalanches, hydrocompaction—all excluded in most
states as “earth movements”). The only substantial
protection against expensive surprises results from
becoming a user of geologic information and resources.
Likewise, prospective buyers rely on home inspection
reports as a safeguard against bad investments.
However, home inspectors don’t consider what lies
beneath the home; they examine only the structure itself
and thereby omit from examination those factors that can 
impart the most uninsurable losses. 
Prob lem 2: Ne glect of a Ma jor Pub lic Sec tor - The
Na tional As so ci a tion of Re al tors (NAR–see 
http://www.realtor.org/) is the world’s larg est
pro fes sional or ga ni za tion, and ev ery mem ber has
ex ten sive per sonal con tact with the pub lic. NAR has over 
873,000 mem bers. Add to these the re lated pro fes sions of
ap prais ers and home in spec tors, the tar get au di ence for
such a course cer tainly sur passes a mil lion peo ple.
De spite their nat u ral af fin ity with geoscience through a
mu tual in ter est in land and land use, Re al tors rep re sent
the most ne glected tar get au di ence in the na tion with
re spect to geo log i cal ed u ca tion. Key word-pair searches
in GEOREF for “Re al tors and ge ol ogy,” “Re al tors and
ed u ca tion,” “Real Es tate and Geo logic Ed u ca tion” turn
up a sin gle ref er ence—the ab stract as so ci ated with
ini ti a tion of this pa per (Nuhfer, 2002). The key word pair
“Real es tate and ge ol ogy” yields about fifty ar ti cles.
Anal y ses re veal that such ar ti cles mostly con cern
ge ol o gists do ing ap plied work with real es tate, and
writ ing case-study de scrip tions of such for other
ge ol o gists. A large num ber of these stud ies in volve
com mer cial real es tate or ma jor pub lic works
con struc tion pro jects. Al most none ad dress real es tate at
the level of do mes tic dwell ings of home own ers. Fur ther
searches in GEOREF un der “Home owners” yield a
sim i lar num ber of ref er ences that are mostly Geo log i cal
So ci ety of Amer ica ab stracts and a few state sur vey
pub li ca tions. Sources like GEOREF of ten don’t cap ture
pub li ca tions by lo cal geo log i cal so ci et ies, even though
those lo cated in ur ban ar eas have pro duced par tic u larly
good print re sources (ex am ples are Freed man, 1977;
Benni son et. al, 1972). Ster ling ex cep tions ex ist in the
or ga nized ef forts of the Amer i can In sti tute of
Pro fes sional Ge ol o gists, who pro duced a Homebuyers
Guide to Geo logic Haz ards (AIPG, 1996 — like wise not
in dexed by GEOREF), and the Col o rado Geo log i cal
Sur vey that, since the 1970s, has pro vided model
re sources and maps for homebuyers and home own ers. 
Realtors and related professionals DO want to know!
- “Realtors do not want to know or hear that information
because it may scare away clients.” More than one fellow
geologist made such statements, upon learning my plans
to provide this course, and predicted a geology course
for Realtors would be unpopular and might even receive
a hostile reception. Throughout nearly ten years of
offering it, the exact opposite proved true. The class
numbers increased and participants gave it the highest
course rating evaluations in the continuing education
program that served their profession; evaluations ranged 
between 4.7 and 5.0 on a five-point scale of satisfaction.
These are laypersons whose professions expose them to
land and property issues every day—issues that are often 
excellent case studies in environmental geology. This
exposure makes these professionals curious and
interested in how to use geological information for
themselves and their clients. They are the ideal lay
audience, and some of my favorite times in classroom
and field have been with them. There are at least four
verified reasons why this audience wants to learn
information that might “scare” a client.
1. Realtors want to be able to make informed choices,
and most would rather not handle property that
could later tar their professional reputations with
buyers’ losses. In the mid 1990’s, Colorado
homebuyers plagued by geotechnical problems
enacted the first successful lawsuits against
developers. This was a wake-up call for
professionals licensed to handle property, who
recognized future potential liability for damages. A
course in applied geology enables participants to
make informed choices. 
2. Realtors and related professionals want credibility
with clients. When a client asks about a particular
hazard like “radon” or “swelling soils,” the Realtor
would like to be able to respond with a reasonable
answer. 
3. Realtors are relieved when in fact they learn that they 
have no obligation to try to function as geologists,
but rather that they may respond first with an
intelligent answer and then refer clients to the
appropriate sources such as the state geological
survey or, where available, to the state registry of
licensed geologists.
4. Almost all Realtors, appraisers and home inspectors
are themselves homeowners. They, of all people,
have seen the most problems that result from
geologic hazards, even though they may not
understand cause-effect relationships. They are most 
concerned not to suffer the same losses personally
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and are quick to grasp the value of appropriate
geological knowledge for themselves. 
Long-term benefits from educating Realtors should
be: (1) lower liability risk for home buyers, (2) lower risk
and better status for Realtors, (3) better use of local
low-cost resources and (4) use of Realtors as “geological
emissaries" to clients as a way to achieve improved
public awareness. There is also a benefit for our
profession: (5)— political awareness that enables a
populace larger than geoscientists to advocate for the
value of geoscience. For decades, geoscientists have
struggled to convince legislators and regulators to value
geologic knowledge as indispensable to planning,
regulation, and development. Moore’s Haunted Housing
(1997 —with a foreword by Malcolm Ross, Scientist
Emeritus with the USGS) and Cole’s Element of Risk: The
Politics of Radon (1993) reveal the disservice done when
scientific knowledge is available, but the policies enacted 
become divorced from any basis in that knowledge.
These references, as well as later primary literature, show 
that statutes on geological materials of most concern to
homeowners (asbestos and radon) do not rest on sound
scientific proof of dangers from low level casual
exposures, even though the popular press and some
government agencies are extreme in their promotion of
fear of these materials.
Some policies locally codified as appropriate for site
characterization, such as widely spaced core drilling, are
inappropriate for detection of narrow seams of heaving
bedrock or underground cavities. It is important for
property buyers to understand local hazards and what
constitutes appropriate evaluation and design. Maps
such as Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs), slope
stability maps, swelling soils maps and geologic maps
require field labor and gradual acquisition of data to
produce these. Once a property owner knows how to
find and use such a map, the value to her/him is
apparent. However, appreciation is more valuable if it
comes with awareness about what is required to produce 
such maps. Only then can a citizen recognize the need to
support databases, fieldwork and publication of such
reference materials. Near the end of the one-day course, I
pointed to various exhibits on the wall used during the
day and designated which would disappear with
curtailment of the geological surveys. It is sobering to
participants to realize that just as they have learned the
value of these resources, they also learn how easily they
could disappear. An ignorant public could care less if
such resources vanished, but an educated public knows
why it wants these resources available.
The American Geological Institute (AGI) records less 
than 25,000 geoscientists (http://www.earthscience-
world.org/careers/stats/geosec.html) as practicing in
environmental and engineering geology, the specialties
most related to the real estate profession. Such numbers
are too small to carry strong influence over policy. We
lost the United States Bureau of Mines several years ago,
and the USGS and state geological surveys seem
incessantly targeted for retrenchment or mergers at the
state level. This comes at a time when geological
knowledge is one of the most important factors to
success in urban planning and preventing personal
losses to property owners. Bringing the awareness and
expertise of a small number of geologists to Realtors can
have a major effect, not just upon these professionals, but 
also upon the clients to whom Realtors pass on
awareness. Realtors can reach the parts of the adult
populace that geoscience educators cannot.
If we succeed in educating a huge organization about 
the importance of geology to their profession—a
profession whose members have interest and frequent
individual contact with citizens—the sheer power
afforded by the large memberships and lobbying
influence should result in bringing a greater degree of
sanity and scientific knowledge to pertinent political
decisions. Benefits could include more respect for the
value of geology, better acceptance of good land use
planning, improved regulatory policies and better kinds
of homeowners’ insurance. 
EDUCATING REALTORS AND THEIR
ALLIED PROFESSIONALS
The organizational scheme for this course and
audience employs nested frameworks of reasoning
beginning with science literacy, followed by awareness
of geology and its information systems, the concept of
change-through-time and, finally, specific factual
content. 
NATURE OF THE COURSE ATTENDEES
Realtors have varied educational as well as varied
science backgrounds—some are only high school
graduates; others have advanced degrees in technical
fields. They are diverse—probably fully representative
of the ethnicity, gender, rural/urban, and age
composition of the American populace. Realtors market
through the World Wide Web, so most can access the
web for geoscience information. In Colorado, continued
education is a requisite for continued licensure for
Realtors and appraisers, and met by taking approved
courses for ceu credits. Credit is essential in order to
attract the target audience. 
Most Realtors and other attendees in this course are
laypersons—beginners— but as groups, Realtors are
different cognitively from beginning college students.
Gardiner (1994) and Nelson (1997) both note that the vast 
majority of material taught and tested at the
undergraduate level lies almost entirely within the lower 
three of Bloom’s (1956) six cognitive levels: recall,
comprehension and application. All challenges at lower
levels, even complicated calculations deemed as “hard,”
have right-wrong answers. In contrast, most real life
challenges don’t have pat right-wrong answers. These
are open-ended challenges that have reasonable and
unreasonable solutions, and arriving at the reasonable
ones require the upper Bloom levels of analysis,
synthesis and evaluation. King and Kitchener (1994)
produced what is probably the most thorough
compilation to date on the nature of critical thinking, and 
they deduced that the ability that separates those who do
critical thinking from those who do not lies in ability to
use evidence. In this regard, every major research effort
to characterize the nature of intellectual development
produces similar results (Nuhfer and Pavelich, 2001),
among them (1) raising students’ levels of critical
thinking takes time and a structured curriculum in order
to produce it in college and (2) single courses alone
cannot advance critical thinking abilities very much. 
College is not the only place in which one develops
critical thinking. Realtors’ and appraisers’ livelihoods
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depend upon evaluation that requires them to access
information and to use evidence to arrive at reasonable
decisions. Even though they do not have much content
knowledge about geology, over time most will have
practice with using other kinds of content to deal with
open-ended problems and reasoning from evidence. My
experience in teaching is consistent with the literature
cited above: Realtors and appraisers more quickly grasp
how to employ concepts than do the freshmen in my
introductory geology courses. In short, Realtors and
appraisers already have some critical thinking abilities
resulting from understanding what it means to use
evidence for evaluation. That allows a course designed
around a few concepts, reasoning frameworks and
case-study examples of their use to work better for this
audience than it works for beginning-level
undergraduates. It is important to choose learning
outcomes for professionals that they are likely to value
for their use. Good learning experiences lead to a good
course reputation, and in the urban setting with large
numbers of Realtors, a course with a good reputation can
attract the steady enrollments needed to eventually have
a significant impact on the local professional community.
FRAMEWORKS OF REASONING IN THE
COURSE
Framework of Science - Earth scientist Arthur Strahler
(1992) provided a superbly applicable working
definition: “Science is the acquisition of reliable but not
infallible knowledge of the real world, including
explanations of the phenomena.”
The definition is elegant in constraining the realm of
science to testable knowledge about the physical world.
It provides an operational framework: if an argument
fails to deal with the physical world, or is not testable,
one cannot claim the credibility of science to support it.
 Course participants really do need to understand
this, because arguments claiming the status of being
“science” or “scientific” or even “scientifically proven”
bombard citizens daily. For instance Realtors or their
clients may hear “The asbestos panic is a scam spawned
by liberal science of Liberal Democrats,” as stated by
Rush Limbaugh on national television in 1994. They may
also learn that “Seventeen percent of all cancer deaths in
the United States for the next 30-35 years will be
associated with asbestos exposure,” as claimed in 1978
by Joseph A Califano, Jr., former Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare (Moore, 1997, p. 171). These two
extreme statements can begin to be resolved as science if
one asks: “Is the statement about the physical world?”
and “Is it testable?” Participants quickly see that a valid
scientific hypothesis is just a testable statement about the
physical world.
Conceptual understanding of the methods of science
allows understanding of what occurs when we test a
hypothesis. If participants ever learned anything about
“scientific method,” they invariably learned “THE
scientific method,” which is the method through which
hypotheses are tested by repeated experiments (Table 1).
However, not all hypotheses can be tested by
experiments, and geoscience gained much knowledge
and ability to explain the physical world through the
historical method or method of “multiple working
hypotheses” (Chamberlin, 1897). In this method,
competing hypotheses are tested by a growing database
that is largely the result of fieldwork done over time.
Sometimes, both methods are used, and ability to
evaluate the appropriate method needed to produce a
definitive answer is critical. 
Danger posed by indoor radon provides a superb
example. We can test the hypothesis that “Alpha
particles produced by decay of radon damage cells”
through the method of repeated experiments on animals
and cultured cells. Of course, we find these experiments
are reproducible and affirm that radiation damages cells.
That certainly provides a basis through which to suspect
that radon endangers homeowners. Eventually we could 
claim, “Hundred of experiments are unanimous in
verifying that radon damages human cells.” This
certainly sounds intimidating, and one might then be
easily convinced that “low levels of radon are dangerous
to homeowners,” but only if one doesn’t understand that
this is not the appropriate test needed for proof. One can
use risk analyses to extrapolate lab data to estimate the
deaths caused by common levels of radon in
homeowners. The problem is that this doesn’t yield a
proof; it just yields two competing hypotheses: Radon
produces deaths at the rate we predict or it doesn’t. No
matter how many experiments agree, the results will not
test the needed hypothesis. The only way to do that is
through fieldwork on homeowners to see if we can find
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A. The Method of Repeated Experimentation B. The Historical Method
1. Careful observation 1. Careful observation
2. Formulation of specific hypothesis 2. Formulation of multiple hypotheses
3. Test of validity by reproducible experiments 3.  Testof validity by growing knowledge base
4. Development of a theory 4.  Elimination of weaker hypotheses
5. Possible development of law 5.  Possible arrival at theory
Some Uses of Repeated Experiments Some Uses of the Historical Method
Determining compositions of substances Mapping distributions of substances
Obtaining the gravitational constant Deducing extinctions/evolution over deep time
Deducing spectral wavelengths Deducing Age of Earth; Plate Tectonics
Determining toxicities to lab cells Determining toxicities to industrial workers
Determining toxicities to lab animals Determining toxicities to general population
Table 1. The methods of geoscience and some uses of each. The concept of discovery and verification through 
repeated experimentation is often learned as “THE scientific method.” The method of historical science (also
termed the “method of multiple working hypotheses”) isn’t usually taugh as a method, but most geoscience
would not exist without it. The methods differ mainly in how they test hypotheses for validity
the damaged population. If a growing database
gradually identifies a damaged population, then the
method of repeated experimentation and the historical
method both yield consistent results. Likewise, we can
study mortality rates of uranium miners—a valid
test—using the historical method. If we extrapolate from
populations of miners to homeowners, we have the same 
problem as before. We have not tested the required
hypothesis. Through this example, course attendees
learn to question a claim by demanding the appropriate
proof: “On what basis was it determined that radon
levels above four pico-curies-per-liter are harmful?” and
“You claim radon kills homeowners, so show us the
reviewed journal article that shows the population of
homeowners damaged by common levels of indoor
radon.” The evaluation of the asbestos hazard is an exact
parallel. In both cases, data from study of representative
homeowner populations subjected to low-level radon or
casual exposure to the most common kinds of asbestos
found in homes has yet to uncover damage that would
justify the fear promulgated about these (see Moore,
1997). When I showed the methods by which science
investigates both, and how arguments to support
opposing views originate, I found Realtors could quickly
understand science, its processes of testing, and grasp its
relevance to their profession.
Readers of this paper who have not explored the
disparity between what laypersons hear about asbestos
and radon from agencies, popular media and even some
textbooks, in contrast to the evidence reported in peer
reviewed journals such as “Science” should do so. These
topics make authentic case study exercises for college
students to grapple with in order to understand what
constitutes good science and the degree to which policies 
and legislation actually reflect the objective science they
claim to be based upon.
Frame work of Ge ol ogy and its in for ma tion and Ser -
vice Sys tems - Af ter ac quir ing fa mil iar ity with the
frame work of sci ence, par tic i pants need a frame work
within sci ence about ge ol ogy, be fore they en coun ter spe -
cific con tent. I have found that a def i ni tion: “Ge ol ogy is a
sci ence of ma te ri als, pro cesses, and change-through-time 
” proves an im mensely use ful ba sis for an op er a tional
frame work through which to look at a site. If one can an -
swer: “What are the ma te ri als pres ent?” “What are the
pro cesses at work here?” and “What is the char ac ter of
change-through-time at this site?” one has achieved the
in for ma tion needed for a sim ple as sess ment of a prop -
erty site. 
Realtors quickly value discovering that they are able
to access the geologic information system. Although
geology majors and professional geologists acquire an
impressive vocabulary that helps them to access
information by key words, the system is accessible by
laypersons through use of geographic location (county
and state are the most convenient keys) and by geologic
time period paired with a geographic locality. A handout 
with results of a GEOREF search (for example with the
key words: Colorado, Boulder County, floods) or an
example from a search for maps from the USGS National
Geologic Map Database site (http://ngmdb.usgs.gov/)
pleases attendees when they understand how easily they
can access information from their office computers.
Geology boasts an impressive public service sector
within state geological surveys and the United States
Geological Survey (USGS). By far, the most useful
agency to Realtors is their state geological survey. All
attendees should receive a copy of the current
publication list of their state’s geological survey and any
leaflets or newsletters that deal specifically with
geohazards, or environmental geology. An instructor
should have many example photos and available maps
on the walls before attendees enter the room, particularly 
on walls near any coffee table. Their instructional value
increases when the instructor refers to these as the course 
proceeds.
Frame work of Change-through-time - Haz ards as so ci -
ated with spe cific ma te ri als, such as swell ing soils and
as bes tos, are mostly a mat ter of spa tial dis tri bu tion. In
con trast, pro cess-based haz ards, such as land slides,
earth quakes and floods em ploy en ergy dur ing events
that re sult in move ment of ma te ri als. This adds an overt
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Figure 1. Patterns through time of change. Varied
geological processes occur, and each has a
characteristic pattern of change-through-time with
respect to how events occur and vary in frequency
and magnitude. Constancy (horizontal line) and
gradualism (line with constant slope) shown in A
typify few processes. Rhythmic patterns (B) typify
many processes such as seasonal temperatures, tides, 
sunspot cycles, etc. and lend themselves to
predictability. Most processes termed as geohazards
(floods, volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, drought,
rainstorms) occur in fractal patterns. Fractal patterns 
carry little predictability in the sense that one could
predict time of an event such as a record flood, but
they inform anticipation of events that are not in the
recent memory of individuals or the recorded history
of human civilization.
com po nent of change-through-time to spa tial dis tri bu -
tion.
Laypersons perceive change-through-time based
upon common sense, which creates interpretations,
many of them dead wrong, based upon experience.
Change determines what one might even define as a
detriment or danger. Buildings and structures have only
a limited useful design life, so only natural events that
operate at rates or magnitudes that reduce the useful
design life are detrimental. When asked about “change
through geologic time,” most attendees reveal that they
think about something “very old” or “very slow.”
Change-through-time involves more than just ages and
geologic time periods (although learning the time
periods and their order is so important to interpreting
geologic maps that we do so during the course in about
seven minutes through use of storytelling and
visualization). Introductory textbooks perpetuate this
limited view by providing no discussions about
variations of events in their patterns, duration,
magnitudes, and rates. 
It is helpful for Realtors to confront their own
perception of the way the Earth changes through time.
One way I’ve learned their perceptions is by furnishing a
blank graph with an X-Y axis, the abscissa labeled time
and the ordinate labeled change. I then ask attendees to
make a graph that expresses their experience or view of
the process of change-through-time, and to write a
sentence that describes this. Most invariably draw a
uniformly sloping line such as Figure 1 A that expresses a 
perception of constant gradual change. (Lyell would be
pleased!) A few draw a straight horizontal line (1A), and
verbalize their perception as a general comment: “I really 
don’t see much change.” We then explore more about
Earth processes operating through time, and how that
affects property owners and urban planning. It doesn’t
take long for attendees to see that few Earth processes
operate through time in accord with their graph.
Examples are scarce that fit their perception of no change
or gradualism (the mass of the Earth remains constant;
Earth’s rotation has decreased gradually). Most Earth
processes operate in either a predictable rhythmic
pattern (Figure 1 B —examples are tides, seasons, diurnal 
cycle) or an unpredictable, yet describable, fractal
pattern (examples are earthquakes, rainfall, floods,
landslides).
Discussion of the patterns helps to instill the
important distinction between “predictable” and
“anticipated.” Many laypersons will hear the term
“100-year flood,” and convert that in their minds to the
predictable pattern of Figure 1 B, even though floods and
the weather events that cause them follow a fractal
pattern (Figure 1 C). Once attendees understand the
fractal pattern, they realize why they cannot trust a
flood-control structure designed for the largest event
recorded in the area to prevent all floods. It helps them
understand why recorded history, being such a small
representation of an interval of geologic time within a
fractal pattern, leads to underestimates about
magnitudes of events possible. They also begin to
comprehend how different patterns result in different
insurance underwriting, land-use planning and building 
codes. A pattern produced by many small and moderate
quakes reminds citizens to design earthquake-resistant
structures and to make provisions for earthquake codes
and insurance. Elsewhere, strong earthquakes widely
spaced in time without intervening “reminders”
produce a false sense of security and result in vastly
different building codes and concerns. 
Humans today are a significant agent of process,
increasingly so with a growing population with ability to 
employ ever more powerful technologies. One pattern
atypical of most natural processes is exponential
growth—a pattern shown last in the class in discussion of 
change-through-time. That pattern is not how Earth
works (no organism has ever sustained exponential
growth for long), but it is representative of how we
currently work in our population growth, our economic
and financial systems, and it is reflected in increasing
losses from geohazards. Further, our pattern is
unprecedented in all of Earth’s prior history in its present 
ability to produce global changes, and world population
will double again in only 38 years!
AFTER CONCEPTS: CONTENT
The challenge to convey content sounds daunting: take a
diverse group that knows little if anything about science
and probably nothing about geology, and convert them
into enthusiastic users in eight contact hours. A good
question is “How much content can students learn in this 
time, and how can we optimize this?”
Cohen (1987) described “instructional alignment” as
a system in which the instructor carefully aligns needs of
students with intended outcomes with instructional
processes and instructional assessments. He found that
this could generate learning outcomes about two
standard deviations beyond that of the usual practice in
the classroom. A one-credit ceu course gives just one
chance to promote learning, so a single one-day course
must have good alignment, probably better than that
found in the normal college course. There will be no
future class periods to correct mistakes or confusion, so
the best possible use of time must occur. Feldman (1998)
used meta-analyses to tease apart the instructional
practices that produce learning. He discovered that the
most important instructional contribution to learning
was indeed the instructor’s preparation and
organization of the course. The National Survey for
Student Learning (Pascarella, 2001) thoroughly supports
both Cohen’s and Feldman’s findings regarding the
importance of preparation and organization to student
learning. 
In a course for Realtors and related professionals,
one should prioritize topics as the geological
characteristics that most affect local residents and then
vow to “teach less better.” Realtors only need to know a
few earth materials that are important to their
work—usually those that relate to homeowners.
Systematic distribution of Earth materials and the
problems associated with these is not at all an intuitive
concept. Naturalists did not recognize this principle for
centuries, until William Smith produced the first
geologic map in 1815. There may be one, possibly three
or four, formations in an area that are associated with
problem conditions. The ability to simply recognize
these on a geologic map and to realize that both suitable
and unsuitable sites have systematic, not random,
distribution is incredibly useful for Realtors. They do not
need to know about the major rock suites or even be able
to recognize every common material that occurs in their
region. 
In Colorado, I set as highest priority goals to
understand science and geology, to understand a few
materials (radon, asbestos, acid drainage, swelling soils)
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and to understand a few process-based hazards (mass
wasting, subsidence, floods) along with their
characteristics of change-through-time..
ASSESSING CONTENT LEARNING
In the language of assessment, a “goal” is a generally
descriptive statement (such as “to understand swelling
soils”), whereas an “outcome” is an action statement
associated with the goal (such as “Name three
characteristics that an established residential
development might exhibit that result from swelling
soils.”) Meeting an outcome implies that an attendee can
know or do something related to the goal as result of
instruction. When aligning a course to promote
application, alignment implies strong focus on chosen
learning outcomes. Student learning should be
assessable, and knowledge surveys serve well to align
instruction with goals and provide the participants’
record of learning. A knowledge survey looks like a
comprehensive exam. Every learning outcome relates to
a goal. The instructor arranges the items in the order of
presentation. Students do not actually answer the
questions (time would never allow this), but instead rate
their confidence to answer each item in accord with a
three-part scale. The attendees receive the survey at the
start and end of a course. Nuhfer (1994) illustrated a
knowledge survey for a geology course and Nuhfer and
Knipp (2003) provide more details on their construction
and use. The knowledge survey for the Colorado course
for Realtors contained 76 outcomes (see Table 2). Goals
and outcomes would be different for such a course
offered to Realtors in another part of the country.
Instructional Materials and Methods - A local
emphasis is preferable, and the best instructional
materials come from the local region. They are not the
usual “teachers resources," but rather are the case studies 
that the instructor has direct experience with in that
region. Having good displays of maps and materials
from the state survey is important. If a participant only
comes away remembering to use the state survey when
needed, that is a worthy outcome. The Realtors’ courses
in Colorado used The Citizens Guide to Geologic
Hazards (Nuhfer et. al., 1993) as a generic text because
any layperson can understand it, and it has spectacular
color graphics and contact information for each of the
state surveys. One can procure the book’s illustrations as
slides from the American Institute of Professional
Geologists and mix those with important illustrations
from the local area. The book itself serves as a full-color
set of generic course notes. In two instances, the
university bookstore forgot to procure books and mail
them to registrants ahead of time. At the end of the day,
almost all attendees bought or ordered the book even
though it was by then optional. This revealed the
attraction of the book and the interest in the audience for
learning this material.
Realtors and appraisers appreciate good illustrations 
and photo examples from the field, especially if there are
examples that involve real estate from the local area or at
least the state in which they reside. Because of their
familiarity with advertising, Realtors usually recognize
and value good graphic aids. They may rate hand-drawn 
transparencies or lengthy handwriting on overheads as
unprofessional. Classes held in hotels or Realty offices
may have a classroom with a small screen in a large room 
and poor abilities to adjust lighting. For this reason it is
imperative to produce overheads, 35 mm slides or
presentation software with large print and high contrast
of image colors. Usually, bright colors on a clear
background work best. 
All adults learn at the synaptic neural level the same
way (Leamnson, 1999), and instructors succeed best with 
laypersons by coming at material in short bursts in
varied ways that engage as many physical senses as
possible. Incessant lecturing in a one-day eight-hour
course might be better described as “torturing” than as
“teaching” these participants, who are not used to
spending long hours in classrooms or learning through
lectures and note-taking. 
A practice that works well for this audience is to
punctuate lectures with short active learning exercises to
keep attendees engaged. One way is by posing a
structured controversy, such as the Limbaugh-Califano
absurdity described above, and launching into brief
paired discussions about what it might take to resolve
this. One can follow this with a short ten-minute lecture,
followed by an examination of some illustrations or case
study example. Instructors can break up lectures by
getting people out of their chairs to examine pertinent
maps or examples on a wall or by showing a short video
accompanied by a question sheet that is completed while
watching the video. Any question worth completing
should be on the knowledge survey too. Participants
should again read the grouped knowledge survey items
under a goal topic before the instructor covers the topic.
Repeated reference to the survey helps to achieve the
planned learning outcomes. 
Many of these participants not only bring a desire to
learn, but they also bring a wealth of experience and
information that a smart instructor will tap. After each
topic instead of the ritual “Are there any questions?” a
more fertile approach is “I would like to know who has
had experience with this problem; would you please
share that experience with all of us?” Formally
recognizing that many attendants will have something to 
teach an instructor exemplifies treating participants as
professionals, and I learned a great deal from my
attendees. Frequent breaks are a good idea—ten minutes
every ninety minutes in the morning followed by ten
minutes every hour in the afternoon. My final
advice—bring cookies for the afternoon!
 CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
Nearly a decade of experience proves that one-day
courses for Realtors and related professionals can
produce rich learning and both immediate and
long-term benefits. I still receive phone calls years later
from past attendees, who comment on how they valued
that one day and how they have used the information
provided. Participants who attended the course
described above requested a second course. Our
follow-up course was an all-day demonstration field trip. 
We sometimes ran the pair of courses on two consecutive 
days. The global student ratings for both courses made
them among the highest rated courses in the continuing
education program. This success story also has a
bittersweet chapter. In 2002, shortly after I accepted my
position in Idaho, the University of Colorado (CU)
suffered severe retrenchments and CU-Boulder’s
Continuing Education Program dropped the REAP
program for educating Realtors in Colorado. CU
retained a small program for appraisers in the Leeds
School of Business, but no geoscience education is any
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Knowledge Survey - Short Course on Applied Geology
I. General Introduction to the Nature of Science
1. What is science, and what distinguishes it from other human endeavors?
3. Geology is the sceince of (1)________________, (2) ___________________, and (3) _____________________
4. What is the primary agency to visit or call first if you wish some information on possible geologic hazards at a particular
site?
MATERIALS -BASED ITEMS
II.  Acid drainage questions.
7. In what type of sedimentary rocks would we be likely to find pyrite?
III. Swelling soils questions
11. Name three characteristics that an established residential development might exhibit that result from swelling soils.
19. Where would you send a client to find maps of swelling soils in order to assess home sites?
20. Name two formations in the local area that are associated with expansive soils.
IV. Asbestos questions
24. A basis exists to argue that asbestos is a deadly hazard. What is that basis?
25. A basis exists to argue that the “asbestos hazarsd” is little more than a very expensive bureaucratic creation. What is
that basis?
V. Radon questions
32. An argument exists that the “radon hazard” is mearly an overblown issue created by bureaucrats. What is the basis for
this argument?
33. An argument exists that radon is a health hazard. What is the basis for that argument?
35. Name two rock types in the Front Range area that are high producers of radon gas.
PROCESS-BASED ITEMS
VI. Geologic time
36. About how much of the Earth’s history has actually been expereinced by humans?
37. Name in order from oldest to youngest the time periods of the geologic time scale.
38. What patterns are most typical of change-throug-time on planet Earth?
40. What do rates, patterns of events, duration, and frequency of processes have to do with land use policies?
VII. Landslide Questions
42. What is “angle of repose?”
43. What is the mathematical expression of “factor of safety?”
49. How can humans cause landslides?
VIII. Subsidence questions
53. If you were a prospective homeowner, in Lafayette, Colorado, what precautions would you take to protect yourself
against losses from subsidence?
58. Why are limestones associated with karst topography?
IX. Flood questions
74. Where can you obtain a “Flood Insurance Rate Map” for the area in which you serve your clients?
75. Where is the #1 flood hazard area in Colorado?
76. What is a Hjulstrom diagram, and how might it be used to evaluate past flood 
Table 2. Representative knowledge survey items for short course in applied geology for Realtors and
appraisers. Participants rate their confidence to answer items, before, during, and at the end of the course
(Nuhfer and Knipp, 2003).
part of this. This occurred coincident with closing of the
last geology major program in metropolitan Denver —at
CU-Denver. However, the American Institute of
Professional Geologists (AIPG) will soon qualify to offer
ceu courses with IACET (International Association for
Continuing Education and Training) certification. An
updated replacement volume for The Citizens Guide to
Geologic Hazards is underway at AIPG, simultaneously
with development of an online course for Realtors. This
is an ideal organization because their membership of
geologists arranged in state sections provides a good
source of local instructors who are already actively
working with the public outside of academe.
Development of such a course and maintaining
up-to-date web pages is a major undertaking, the usual
sources of support are not available. The status of
training for professional licensure places efforts under
“professional education” and excludes any such courses
provided to this audience from support for development
under the “informal education” division of the National
Science Foundation (Orrin Shane, NSF, April, 2003,
personal communication). The structure and charges of
formal NSF geoscience educational divisions likewise
seem to preclude support from that agency under formal
education because continuing education is neither part
of a degree curriculum nor a formal credit course. Thus a
huge opportunity for doing profound public good
through science education must drop through the cracks
of the major federal agency that one might expect to
support it, even though the NSF staff are sympathetic
and cognizant of the value of educating this group. 
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